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LaBonge
Beneficiaries
Waiting on
Ryu’s Move

Mobility Plan
2035: Who
Knew?
By Sheila Lane and
Allison B. Cohen

By Allison B. Cohen
Some local organizations
and nonprofits are waiting to
find out what happens next
regarding funding former Los
Angeles City Councilmember Tom LaBonge offered in
his final days in office that
his successor, David Ryu, had
rescinded by the Los Angeles
City Council on his first day
in office.
At issue is over $600,000
in funds the city council approved, at LaBonge’s request
in June, to be transferred from
various so-called “discretionary funds,” which are funds
city councilmembers can
spend at their discretion, but
see FUNDING page 7
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“FOOD FORWARD” FOR THOSE IN NEED: Volunteers (from left) Heidi Johnson, Annie Chan, Zoren Habana,
Dolores Okullo and Dmitry Velichkin in front of the 28 boxes of produce they collected recently for Food
Forward at the Larchmont Farmers Market.

LAGUNA
BEACH

S

then was swimming all day in
Laguna’s warm summer waters
interrupted only by the occa-

By Allison B. Cohen
In fewer than two hours,
drive south down the jammed
5 or 405 and as quickly as you
can start binge watching the
second season of True Detective
on HBO, you’ll be quickly transported from Los Angeles to the
beauty of Laguna.
Laguna is special for me as
I have visited it often at various
points in my life.
While in high school, we
would pile into cars and drive
from the desert to see what
a summer day really was all
about. In Palm Springs, where
August temperatures can reach
well over 105 or even 110 degrees, a day at the beach, was,
well, a day at the beach.
My favorite memory back

Street Level: We ask, should L.A.
host the Olympics again? page 3

sional quick walk across
North Coast Highway (known
to we Angelinos as Pacific Coast
Highway) for chocolate dipped
strawberries at a nearby chocolate store.
I checked in on Rocky
Mountain Chocolate Factory
recently and discovered the
shop—which has outlets also

see GET LOST page 6

Profile: Mary Nichols, the Queen
of Green, page 5

Few knew about a sweeping 20-year plan recently approved by the Los Angeles
City Council that encourages
moving away from the area’s
car-centric infrastructure toward more bicycle and pedestrian-friendly transportation
options.
The Los Angeles City
Council voted 12-2 for the
plan on Aug. 11th. The now
historic legislation has a goal
of adding 300 miles of protected bike lanes across all of
sprawling Los Angeles: from
San Pedro to the San Fernando Valley and from its Westside to Eastside and by doing
see MOBILITY page 7

LACMA May Add to Miracle Mile “Mess”
By Erin Hickey, Ledger Contributing Writer
MIRACLE MILE—A proposed
$600 million redesign of the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), which
would replace its current
multi-story building with a
shiny black single-story amoeba-shaped elevated building
that would bridge Wilshire
Boulevard, already has its fair
share of detractors.
The proposed building’s
design has evolved from a
shiny black organic blob referred to in the media as a
“pancake,” an “ink blot” and
an “oil spill” to a slightly more
angular, but still unconventional shape.
A spokesperson for LACMA said the proposal is “only
preliminary,” and will likely
change again before construction begins.
The man behind the design, Swiss architect Peter
Zumthor, reportedly took his

inspiration from the neighboring La Brea Tar Pits.
Zumthor’s previous cred-

of Books architecture critic,
Joseph Giovannini, have
questioned the design’s func-

its include art museums in
Switzerland and Germany,
but the LACMA redesign will
be his first museum project of
this scale.
Opponents of the project, such as Los Angeles Review

tionality, claiming LACMA
Director Michael Govan has
treated Zumthor as an artist
rather than an architect.
The current proposal has
just one story, and is made of

Get Lost: For Labor Day in
Laguna, page 1

Real Estate: July Hancock Park
median nearly doubles, page 9

see LACMA page 12

Theater Review: “Citizen,” on
the black experience in America,
page 14

Larchmont Ledger
[letter from the publisher]
Given the
city
has
passed
a
new mobility plan
enc ou ra ging everyone to take public
transit or ride a bike whenever
possible, the Larchmont Ledger
will have “Ride Your Bike to
Work” day, Tues. Sept. 8th.
We’ll let you know how it
goes.
It’s always amazing for me
to learn of the accomplished
people we have in our midst.
Mary Nichols is a long time
Hancock Park resident, but
did you know she is the chair
of the California Air Resource
Board and will be on hand
with Gov. Jerry Brown later
this year at the UN Climate
Change conference in Paris?
I witnessed community
engagement at its finest this

last month at a recent Greater Wilshire Neighborhood
Council meeting. Residents
of a Gramercy Place apartment building convinced the
council to reverse an earlier
decision when they blessed a
Verizon wireless cell site with
antennas on the roof of their
building.
The residents made a passionate speech during public
comment at the GWNC’s
meeting about not knowing of
Verizon’s plans and being unaware they could fight against
it. They said they didn’t know
about the local neighborhood
council and certainly would
have spoken out earlier if they
had.
After a few minutes
of discussion amongst the
board about the difficulty—
parliamentary
procedurewise—of changing their

position, the board eventually did. But they did so only
with a friendly suggestion
the residents consider getting
involved with the GWNC on
one of its many committees
or possibly even a seat on the
board some day. Everyone
went home happy.

Corrections &
Amplifications
In our August story “Hollywood
Sign Dispute Adds to Ryu’s Pile
of Inherited Lawsuits,” we referred to a Griffith Park entrance
at Beachwood Drive as a “new
entrance,” as it is called in a recently filed lawsuit against the
city. In fact, a modification was
made to a pre-existing entrance.
We regret the error.
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LA’s Mobility Plan
and Hancock Park
The City Council voted on August 11th to adopt the Mobility
Plan 2035 which shows how the city plans to manage
our streets and traffic in the next 20 years. This plan
(the draft can be found at http://planning.lacity.org/Cwd/
GnlPln/MobiltyElement/Text/MobilityPlan_2035.pdf ) will
drive major changes in traffic flow and new infrastructure,
changing how all of us navigate the street network. The
Association has been working with Councilman Ryu to
propose modifications to the plan so that our residential
neighborhood is protected. The Association opposes
the conversion of traffic lanes to bicycle lanes on streets
such as Melrose, Rossmore, Beverly and Highland. We
also oppose the addition of any new traffic signals and
oppose the removal of any STOP signs. While we all
support making our streets safe and available to bicyclists
as well as automobiles, removing traffic lanes to install
bicycle lanes will drive desperate commuters onto our
small, residential streets. We will continue to work with the
Council Office to ensure that Hancock Park streets remain
residential and safe. And speaking of bicycles! The County
is offering Bicycle Safety Classes - http://www.la-bike.org/
bicyclesafetyclasses . Consider taking one to be sure you
are safe on our busy streets.
Don’t forget to water your trees; even in the drought our
trees are vitally important to our and the environment’s
health. For Water Wise Lawn Alternatives see http://www.
latimes.com/home/la-hm-drought-grass-html-20150723htmlstory.html. Remember, to keep you and your family
safe by locking your house and car; not leaving items in
plain sight, setting your house alarm (if you have one),
and paying attention to any unusual activity. If you think
a crime is happening call 911, DO NOT confront someone
yourself. If you’re considering any changes to the street
visible portion of your house, contact our City Planner,
Renata Dragland (renata.dragland@lacity.org ) and fill out
the online form - http://preservation.lacity.org/hpoz/initial.
screening.checklist to start the process. The Preservation
Plan for Hancock Park can be found at: http://www.
hancockparkhomeownersassociation.org/
or
http://
preservation.lacity.org/hpoz/la/hancock-park ). And don’t
forget to water your trees.
Report graffiti sightings by calling 311 or at the City’s AntiGraffiti Request System: http://bit.ly/1cOXua8 and by
calling Hollywood Beautification, 323-463-5180
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C U S TO M
MOSAIC
DESIGN

CREATING INSPIRED SPACES THAT MEET
ALL OF YOUR INTERIOR DESIGN NEEDS.
Italian Flair • Unique Materials • Ancient Methods

PIECES OF SOUL. ART FROM THE HEART.

Felicia Funderburk

Studied at The Orsoni Scuola Mosaici in Venice, Italy
and The Scoula Arte del Mosaico in Ravenna, Italy

www.larchmontledgerla.com

Complimentary Phone Consultation
FRAGMENTS MOSAIC STUDIO
www.fragmentsmosaic.com • 310-916-6673
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Should We Host the Olympics
Again?
By Michael Darling, Ledger Contributing Writer
It’s becoming more likely
that the United States Olympics Committee will choose
Los Angeles as its nominee for
the 2024 Summer Olympics.
We asked people along Larchmont Boulevard how they felt
about the idea of L. A. playing
host to the games again.
“They better do
a good environmental study
before they go
through with it,
as it doesn’t do
much for the common man.”
–Ronnie G., outside
Hardwear
“I love that idea
because
the
Olympics are
always somewhere else and
I’d love the
chance to go see them.”
–Claire H., outside Hardwear

“I think it’s
great, especially
if we do it like
in 1984 and
show the world
how it’s done.”
–Bob I., outside Diptyque
“I think it
would be amazing. If I came
into a financial
ability to get
tickets, I would.
But I also think it could be
overwhelming for the city.”
–Lindsey W., outside Flicka
“I hope they fix
up the Coliseum because it
should be a celebration of the
1932 games. I
think it would be wonderful.”
–Beverly, outside Jamba
Juice

HPOZ in the Works for
Oxford Square
By Erin Hickey, Ledger Contributing Writer
OXFORD SQUARE—Oxford Square, a quaint MidTown neighborhood nestled
between Pico and Olympic
Boulevards on Victoria Avenue and South Windsor
Boulevard, may soon be designated an Historic Protection
Overlay Zone (HPOZ).
Once a neighborhood becomes an HPOZ, any changes
homeowners wish to make to
the exterior of their home are
subject to review by an HPOZ
board, to ensure they maintain the aesthetic standard of
the historical neighborhood.
Oxford Square residents
began the HPOZ process
several years ago when they
hired an architectural consultant who determined the
neighborhood had a high
concentration of historic
structures, according to
Oxford Square Neighborhood Assoc. president Chris
Elwell. The association will
begin meeting with the city

in October to complete the
process.
“This HPOZ project has
been in the works for a long
time,” said Elwell. “We need
it to preserve what makes our
neighborhood a special place
to live.”
Elwell said he hoped the
designation would provide
“some small measure of protection against illegal development that the Department of
Building and Safety consistently refuses to address.”
Other nearby HPOZ
neighborhoods include Country Club Park, Windsor Village and Wilshire Park, and
Elwell said he expects the
same board will govern Oxford Square.
According to Elwell, the
cost of the HPOZ process will
total about $5,000—a cost he
said the homeowner’s association will cover with fees paid
to it by filmmakers who shoot
in the neighborhood.

Sign up for

Larchmont Ledger
email updates!
Register at www.larchmontledgerla.com
or email us at:
newsletter@larchmontledgerla.com
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Catherine Landers to Serve Los Feliz
By Erin Hickey, Ledger Contributing Writer

[crime blotter]

Crime Up, Rapes Continue
There were 267 reported
crimes in our coverage area
from July 15th to August 15th,
a significant increase over the
previous month.
Of those, there were three
rapes—July 16th in the 5500
block of West 6th Street, July
22nd at Venice and La Brea

Boulevards and August 1st in
the 900 block of South Longwood Avenue—36 assaults, 58
burglaries or thefts from vehicles, 41 thefts, 36 burglaries,
32 stolen vehicles, 30 robberies, 19 cases of shoplifting and
four stolen bicycles.
Crime nearly doubled in

the area for the reporting period when compared to the
previous month, with one additional rape, twice as many
vehicles stolen and assaults
more than tripling.
The data were compiled
using the Los Angeles Police
Department’s crime mapping
program, COMPSTAT. To
see a full list of crimes, visit
larchmontledgerla.com

SETTING THE STANDARD
in Residential Security

Catherine Landers sits at her desk in Ryu’s City Hall office. She will move to the
Hollywood field office when it opens mid-September.

Los Angeles City Councilmember David Ryu announced Catherine Landers as
his field deputy for the Hollywood Hills, Los Feliz and Silver Lake August 4th.
Landers, who worked as
Ryu’s community outreach
director during his campaign
for city council, will work out
of the council district’s Hollywood field office at 6501
Fountain Ave. set to re-open
in mid-September.
“I have been an activist for
15 years,” said Landers, who
also worked as an attorney
for Washington, D.C.-based
environmental law firm Hunsucker Goodstein.
She left the firm in 2007
to work on Hillary Clinton’s
presidential campaign, and has
stayed in politics ever since.
“I truly did miss the personal connection and the
community working toward
a large goal together,” she said
when asked why she did not
return to law.
Despite the recent influx
of California Environmental

Quality Act (CEQA) lawsuits in Ryu’s Council District 4, Landers said her time
at Hunsucker Goodstein had
little to do with her getting
the job, as her new role is not
a legal one.
“While my environmental law background helps, it’s
been more about my role in
the community,” she said. “I
got to know a lot of community members through [Ryu’s]
campaign.”
Following the campaign,
Landers left Ryu’s employ to
fulfill a prior commitment to
the Special Olympics World
Games, which were held
in Los Angeles earlier this
month, but she said she is very
excited to return, especially,
she said to work with CD4’s
“very informed and vocal constituents.”
Though Landers has
worked on several campaigns,
this is her first staff appointment for an elected official.
“It’s exciting to make some
of [Ryu’s] campaign promises
a reality,” she said.

24/7 Armed Patrol & Response

• Locally owned & operated by retired
LAPD Supervisors
• Manned by active off-duty licensed
law enforcement officers
• 24-7 direct contact with patrol officer
who never leaves the area
• Responds to all alarm monitoring
companies

Call us today (866) 357-1772 • www.ssa-securitygroup.com

LIMITED OFFER:
FIRST MONTH FREE
FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS
IN THE MID-WILSHIRE AREA.
MENTION THIS AD
TO FIND OUT MORE.

Protecting Los Angeles
Neighborhoods Since 1991

CIM Traffic Analysis Not Ready
completed.”
The Brookside community
of 410 homes
has been especially interested
in such a study
as the development
would
increase homes
in its neighborhood by 20%
An artist’s rendering of some of the 11 town homes planned
and is currently
adjacent to the existing Farmer’s Insurance building.
not subject to a
A traffic study expected
formal environmental review
in August by CIM regarding
by the city.
its proposed development of
Some locals have won87 housing units along two
dered about all the cars that
blocks of Wilshire Boulevard
will match up to 87 new
in Hancock Park is not ready,
homes, some of which may
according to a spokesperson
have three or more occupants.
for the developer.
“It’s going to be kind of
“The traffic study is still
mind-boggling all these peoin progress,” said CIM spokesple going in and out of this
person Karen Diehl. “[We]
development on a daily basis,”
should have a better idea in
Brookside resident Jan Wiera few weeks when it may be
inga has said.
Page 4
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The Queen of Green
Lives Among Us
By Sheila Lane, Ledger Contributing Writer
She has been called “The
Queen of Green,” named one
of the “100 Most Influential
People in the World” by Time
magazine, and as a resident of
Hancock Park, could also be
called your neighbor.
In a career spanning more
than four decades, Mary
Nichols, who is the current
chair of the California Air
Resources Board, has devoted
herself to the pursuit of clean
air for the state, the nation and
the world.
“I am a big fan,” said Ann
Reiss Lane, a former Los Angeles Police Commissioner
and a friend and neighbor. “I
think she is under-appreciated
and little known by the people
of the L.A. basin who now live
in air that is safe to breathe.
She is tough, enormously
knowledgeable and genuine.”
A graduate of both Cornell University and Yale Law

September 2015

School, Nichols, 70, moved to
Los Angeles in 1971.
“I was drawn to L.A. by
my husband, [John Daum]
who wanted to practice law
with O’Melveny and Myers. I
was happy to move to California, but didn’t have a job when
I arrived.”
Originally settling in Los
Feliz, Nichols found a job with
the Center for Law in the Public Interest which tackled environmental cases.
As there were already staff
lawyers working on issues regarding nuclear power plants,
coastal matters and land use,
she was assigned the area no
one else wanted to take on: air
pollution.
After the birth of her second child, Nichols and her
husband moved to Hancock
Park in 1978 where they have
lived ever since.
Both are active members

Highlights of
Nichols’ career include chairing the
California Air Resources Board from
1979 to 1983 during Jerry Brown’s
first two terms as
governor and serving as an Asst.
Administrator at
the Environmental
Protection Agency
during the Clinton
administration in
the 1990s.
Nichols
returned to chair
Chairman of the California Air Resources Board
the Air Resources
and Hancock Park resident, Mary D. Nichols.
Board in 2007 to
work with then Gov.
of Wilshire Boulevard’s St.
Schwarzenegger and is now,
James’ Episcopal Church and
once again, working closely
have served on the board of St.
with Brown.
James’ Episcopal School at one
Over the years, Nichtime or another.

www.larchmontledgerla.com

ols has been a prime force in
changing the air we breathe.
She has been deeply involved
in the reduction of acid rain,
the requirement for catalytic
converters in vehicles, and
the creation of the state’s capand-trade program—a system
where large industrial plants
and utilities are given a maximum amount of pollution, or
“cap” they can emit as a group.
If a member exceeds their
individual limit, they can buy
allowances, or “trade” with another member within the group
that has not, in order to stay in
compliance. The result has been
lower greenhouse gas emissions.
Brown has ordered an
80% reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions in California by
2050. To help the governor get
there, Nichols has proposed
see QUEEN page 10

POLITICS
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“Food Forward” for Those In Need

GET LOST from page 1

thing—and other shops like
Merrilee’s Swimwear, where I
bought a bikini as a young mother, I still cherish today.
If you go and visit the area’s
many shops, you’ll re-up your
appreciation for small town
mom and pops and don’t be surprised if the store owner comes
out to greet you.
Laguna, long ago was an artists’ enclave, and still is. I cannot
count the number of galleries the
tiny village has, offering seaside
landscapes, pop art, pet art, portraiture akin to Mary Cassatt and
dark oils painted by youthful and
upcoming New York City artists.

in Canada and the United Arab
Emirates—has been at its Laguna location for nearly 60 years.
Later in life, I decided a
month in Laguna would be far
more of a “summer experience”
for my then elementary school
aged children. For four weeks,
we lived in a beach house near
Thalia Street for less than a
week on Kauai or Maui.
Laguna hasn’t changed
much since 2003 and our same
favorite haunts are still around,
like The Candy Baron, The
Stand—a Vegan store before
I even knew there was such a

By Sheila Lane, Ledger Contributing Writer

On this last trip—a last
vestige of my daily motherhood
prior to my youngest son’s imminent departure for college in
the Northeast—we rented accommodations at the Arabella
Laguna. Prices range from $151
to $438 a night.
Each room was like a small
apartment with well-equipped
kitchens. In the center of seven
room choices—a mix of studios, suites and cottages—was
a courtyard with areas for an
early evening cocktail or a barbequed dinner.
The Arabella’s been around

see GET LOST page 15

Food Forward boxes are distributed to over 300 agencies that serve the foodinsecure.

Heidi Johnson knows her
way around the Larchmont
Farmers Market. Every Sunday, she guides a group of fellow volunteers through the
aisles to drop off boxes to vendors who will donate some of
their unsold produce to Food
Forward, an organization
which unites surplus produce

to those in need.
On a recent Sunday, Johnson and her crew collected 28
boxes from 12 vendors for a
total of 835 pounds of peaches, tomatoes and more.
The initial idea for Food
Forward happened in 2009 as
the Great Recession took off,
see FOOD page 8

Find what you need, when you
need it!

✣

COMPLIMENTARY HAIRCUT
with a Color Service*

Into the Light Organizing Service
Home – Office - Clutter Management -‐ Space Planning

309 North Martel Avenue
Los Angeles, 90036
(323) 936-3600

(213) 247- 0611

intothelightorganizing.com	
  

Working throughout the L.A. area since 2002

Book an appointment on our Facebook page
facebook.com/salonthree

*New clients only. Offer valid with Desiree and Sara only.

	
  

Member - Nat’l Assoc. Professional Organizers, Past N.A.P.O-L.A. Director of Communications
Member Echo Park Chamber of Commerce
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MOBILITY from page 1

so, will create safer streets, officials say.
City Councilmember Gil
Cedillo, voted against the plan
saying the public—especially
those in poorer and linguistically diverse neighborhoods—
did not know about it, and
therefore, had no chance to
provide input.
But the new blueprint for
transit for all of Los Angeles—which will, in some cases, remove car lanes on some
of Los Angeles’ most traveled
streets—took nearly everyone by surprise, even though
it’s been in the works for four
years.
“What am I going to do
if all this happens?” said Lisa
Black, a television executive

FUNDING from page 1

are often intended for specific
purposes, like repairing and
improving city infrastructure
like fixing potholes.
Ryu, who took office July
1st, campaigned, in part, on
a promise he would create a
“Discretionary Funds Task
Force,” where community
leaders would have some say in
how the funds are prioritized.
Meanwhile,
LaBonge’s
beneficiaries are waiting and
seeing.
The Larchmont area was
to have received $60,000, per
LaBonge, for the repair of
Larchmont Boulevard sidewalks, which Larchmont
Business Assoc. president
John Winther described as a
situation that is “beyond being
pressing” and that “it’s difficult to walk.”
Winther said he was disappointed to learn Ryu had
reversed that funding and that
a tree root had interfered with
the boulevard’s water pipes
once, leaving every business
on the street without water for
a day.
“Our sidewalks are so uneven,” said Winther. “Something has to be done… I get

Ehud Barak

who commutes daily from
Hancock Park to the Westside. “My commute is already
over an hour or more each way
and that’s without the mobility plan. What’s going to happen when more car lanes are
taken away?”
According to Claire Bowin,
with the city’s Dept. of Planning, there were approximately
20 public meetings since March
2013 to discuss the plan. She
said the city also created a dedicated website on the plan for
education outreach.
In a letter to two city
council subcommittees, Cedillo contended that the website was the main source of
information for the public, yet
documented only 9,754 visitors—out of population of 3.8

that it costs money but it’s not
something [the city] can really
afford to put off.”
LaBonge had also promised over $120,000 in funds
for Griffith Park, including $50,000 to remove dead
trees, $20,000 for a fence at
the park’s Bird Sanctuary and
$15,000 to repair a wall on
Western Canyon Road.
A request for comment
from Gerry Hans, Friends
of Griffith Park, was not returned.
For David Melville, the
director of the Independent
Shakespeare Co., he said the
organization, which, among
other things, provides free
staging of Shakespearean plays
during the summer in Griffith
Park, said: “We were expecting
that grant to come in about a
month ago and at this point
in the programming we really
need it.”
Melville said he remained hopeful Ryu will follow through on the $25,000
LaBonge promised, but that
the rescindment was aggravating.
“It is frustrating,” he said,
“to be given a grant, budget

million Angelenos.
City planners, Bowen said,
also spoke individually with
various organizations, throughout the city, on request.

lawsuit to stop it.
“The Los Angeles City
Council drank the Kool-Aid
and voted for slogans instead
of facts,” said Laura Lake, a
“Fix the City” member.
The group has been a thorn
in the side of the city having
successfully sued it in 2013 to
stop the Hollywood Community Plan that proposed highdensity development. Recently, the group has threatened a
lawsuit regarding the city’s recent approval of the Academy
Museum in the Miracle Mile
area for a variety of reasons including increased traffic.
In this instance, the organization is concerned the plan
will hinder emergency vehicles, create more traffic in resi-

But the new blueprint for transit for all of Los
Angeles—which will, in some cases, remove car
lanes on some of Los Angeles’ most traveled
streets—took nearly everyone by surprise, even
though it’s been in the works for four years.
“We found out that were
able to reach much larger
numbers [of people] at the
meetings we were invited to,”
said Bowen. “[The] Greater Wilshire Neighborhood
Council (GWNC) called us
more than anyone else.”
But, according to public

councils and four Los Angeles
area associations, all from the
Westside or Mid-City, did,
however, formally oppose the
plan with the city.
One such residential organization, “Fix the City,”
said only hours after the city
council’s vote they would file a

see MOBILITY page 14

ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES

43rd Annual
Cancer Convention
FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC AND PROFESSIONALS

Sept. 5, 6, & 7, 2015

•
Sat., Sun. & Mon. – Labor Day Weekend •
•

SHERATON UNIVERSAL
(Across from Universal Studios Hollywood)

RES
LECTU
MOVIES
EXHIB
ITS

Meet Recovered Cancer Patients with Encouraging Reports
LEARN ABOUT THE PREVENTION & CONTROL OF CANCER
THROUGH NUTRITION, TESTS & NON-TOXIC CANCER THERAPIES SUCH AS
LAETRILE, GERSON, HOXSEY, POLY-MVA, ENZYMES & IMMUNOTHERAPY
FROM MEDICAL DOCTORS, CLINICAL RESEARCHERS,
NUTRITIONISTS & AUTHORS.
ALSO, LEARN ABOUT CHELATION, DMSO, OXYGEN,
HERBAL, CELLULAR & ELECTRO-MAGNETIC THERAPIES.
IN ADDITION, NATURAL THERAPIES FOR HEART, DIABETES,
ARTHRITIS, MS & EYE DISEASES.

CEU’s
for Nurses & Dentists
$45.00/Day

$40.00/Day

For All Events

For Doctor Referrals and Programs contact:

CANCER CONTROL SOCIETY
(323) 663-7801 • www.cancercontrolsociety.com

See the movies:
“Hoxsey Cancer Therapy,” “Nature’s Answer to Cancer”
and “What Your Doctor Won’t Tell You About Cancer” Hosted by Eddie Albert

see FUNDING page 13

John Cleese

Leon Panetta

Martha Stewart

you'll remember.

night out

you'll never forget.
you've got to

be there!

Platon

Michio Kaku

Henry Paulson

Appearing Live!
October 2015 - May 2016

conversations
a

records, few organizations representing home and business
owners alike, took a formal
stance on the plan.
Three
neighborhood

SERIES OF THE WESTSIDE

Sold Out Series is Finally
Expanding to the Westside.
Spend Sundays at the
SABAN Theatre in Beverly HIlls!

Become a Founding Member | www.speakersla.com | (310) 546-6222
September 2015
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when founder and executive
director, Rick Nahmias, was
walking through his San Fernando Valley neighborhood.
He noticed that trees
had more fruit than could
possibly be consumed by his
neighbors and realized that
such abundance should be
shared.
He organized a few friends
to pick fruit from a neighbor’s
tree and donated it to a local
food bank.
From this initial pick,
Food Forward has grown into
an organization that has harvested more than 11.5 million
pounds of produce for the
food insecure.
The food is distributed
through three programs. The
Backyard Harvest Program
organizes events and provides
the equipment required to
pick fruit from private properties, ranging from a residential
backyard to the Huntington
Gardens.
The Farmers Market Recovery Program collects unsold produce from 15 farmers
markets around the city—including the Larchmont and
Hollywood farmers markets.
And then there’s the
Wholesale Recovery Program.
“That’s the big Kahuna,”
said Nahmias. “Think of
the millions of pounds that
go through the Los Angeles
Wholesale Produce Market
every day, and how much is
cast off because of excess orders, bumper crops or that
it doesn’t meet the cosmetic
standards of demanding resellers.”
Food Forward collects
those cast-offs, which can add
up to tens of thousands of
pounds of produce that would
otherwise be wasted.
In all three programs, the
produce is collected and then
is picked up on site—at no
charge—by a variety of relief
agencies serving a cross-section of those in need.
The homeless, veterans,
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LGBT teens and adults, the
mentally ill and low-income
seniors are just some of the
groups served by the over 300
agencies across six counties
with whom Food Forward
partners.
“One of the things I’m
proudest of is the diversity of
the agencies we serve,” said
Nahmias.
What makes all these programs run smoothly are Food
Forward’s staff of twelve and
the 8,000 people who have
volunteered during the organization’s six year history.
Always looking for more
volunteers, Food Forward
has created a user-friendly
website where one can sign
up to help at an event or even
volunteer one’s own yard for
harvest.
Volunteers run the gamut
from twenty-somethings to
families with children to early
retirees.
“I consider myself an
agent of change,” said Johnson, “…doing the little things
that add up to make a positive
impact.”
Johnson has also considered the more pragmatic aspects of her work.
“It would be great if we
could find a merchant on
Larchmont Boulevard who
could store our cart and a stack
of boxes during the week,” she
said.
Food Forward also organizes private picks for
groups. They’ve helped put
together events for corporate
retreats, youth group gatherings and for those who’ve
put together their own harvest group.
Penny Nicholas of Nicholas Family Farms, a regular at
the Larchmont Farmers Market, has been donating produce to Food Forward for four
years.
“It’s wonderful, “she said.
“I feel like I’m doing something good for the community…. And humans need to
care for other humans.”

[OUR BREAD AND BUTTER]

Wilshire Boulevard Temple—A Vibrant Community
Gathering Place
By Kimberly Gomez, Ledger Columnist
Come September 8th, students at the Brawerman East
Elementary School and the
Early Childhood Center of the
Wilshire Boulevard Temple
will be entering a new era for
the historic campus.
The immense Byzantine dome of the temple,
rising nearly 140 feet above
street level, and still one of
the cities most recognizable
structures, was recently refurbished as part of a $165
million project.
Wilshire Boulevard Temple’s latest renovations have
transformed the historic de
Toledo School Building, originally built in 1929, and other
structures to meet the educational needs of students at the
temple schools.
Long a Mid-City landmark, the Wilshire Temple
campus, home to the city’s
oldest Jewish congregation,
will not only continue to be

Students at Brawerman Elementary School East, on the Wilshire Boulevard
Temple campus, will have a new rooftop athletic complex this fall. The facilities,
pictured here during construction, boast amazing views of Los Angeles.

and schoolwork, to interactive
educational centers, the new
facilities promise a multi-level
sensory experience for students 18 months through five
years.
“The faculty had a lot of
input,” said Carol Bovill, ECC

Long a Mid-City landmark, the Wilshire
Temple campus, home to the city’s oldest
Jewish congregation, will not only continue
to be a vibrant Jewish community, but will
serve as a gathering place for the ethnically
diverse neighborhood.
a vibrant Jewish community,
but will serve as a gathering
place for the ethnically diverse
neighborhood.
“The temple’s master
planning was very deliberate
to make the temple part of,
not apart, from the neighborhood,” said Senior Rabbi Steven Leder.
The renovations triple the
space for the Early Childhood
Center (ECC) to accommodate
their growing community.
From the textured wallpaper ideal for tacking up art

www.larchmontledgerla.com

director.
The ECC and Brawerman
East Elementary School will
share gardens, which are an
integral part of student nutrition, education, and a means
for the campus to contribute
to the local community by
providing fresh grown vegetables to the temple’s food
pantry.
Brawerman
students,
grades K-4, can also look forward to a new library, computer and science labs, a fine arts
studio, and music room.

“The physical environment is a remarkable combination of the old and the
new,” said Leder, who led the
campaign to renovate the congregation’s historic sanctuary
and expand its urban campus
to encompass an entire city
block.
“Students will be free
to roam on five acres around
buildings that date back to
1929, and are as new as 2015,”
he said.
Crowning the project is
a rooftop athletic complex on
the new parking structure that
boasts an amazing view of Los
Angeles and the Hollywood
sign.
“When I contemplate
what we can do in our new
space, the excitement is hard
to contain,” said Brawerman
principal Gillian Feldman,
who expects that Brawerman’s
curriculum will evolve over
the coming years to match the
facilities.
“As 21st century learners,
our students will collaborate
and embrace the challenges
they face.” said Nadine Breuer,
Brawerman Elementary’s head
of school.
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[HOUSE & HOLMES]

Sales Up Strongly Everywhere But for 90020 Zip Code

The Mystery of the
Disappearing Air

By Allison B. Cohen

By Rob Loos, Ledger Columnist

This two-story duplex, of 3,253 square feet on a 6,250 square foot lot, located at 1230 S. Sycamore Ave. sold July 30th for $1.32
million. The property is located near The Grove, Museum Row and the Beverly Center.

Overall, the number of
sales in the Ledger’s coverage
area of single-family homes
remained about the same from
June to July at about 50, according to Core Logic, a real
estate research firm based in
La Jolla, CA.
For the second consecutive month, the 90019 zip
code had the most activity
with 22 homes sold in July at
a median price of $956,000
a 29% increase over the same
time last year.
Meanwhile, while sales
were fewer in the La BreaWilshire 90036 zip code with
only seven homes closing escrow, the current median price
for a home in this neighborhood
is gaining significantly with an
rise in prices of 66% from June
and a nearly 50% increase compared to the same time last year.
Real estate is also currently robust in Hancock Park’s
90004 zip code. While there

were slightly fewer sales in July
compared to June, the 15 that
sold did so at nearly double
the price from the previous
month. In July, that zip code
had a median price point of
single family home at $2.07
million compared to just over
$1 million in June. July prices
also represent a 22% increase
over last year.
One area of concern
however, continues to be the
90020 zip code. Only one
home sold in that neighborhood in June and just four in
July. The median price in July
plummeted nearly 74% to just
over $1 million compared to
the median sales price for the
same time period last year and
a 50% drop from the price for
the solitary home sold for that
zip code in June.
Data provided by Core
Logic for condo sales for July
were identical to those provided for June, per a technologi-

cal error by Core Logic, and
therefore weren’t analyzed.
A response from the La
Jolla based company for clarification was not returned.
As far as Southern California is concerned, Core Logic reported July sales for existing homes and condos were
up 17% compared to the same
time last year.
July sales, the company
reported, were the highest for
the month of July since 2006.
“Southern California home
sales have risen year over year
for six straight months now
and we’re finally approaching
an overall sales level that could
loosely be called ‘normal’ in the
context of the past quarter century,” said Andrew LePage, a
Core Logic research analyst.
Additionally, sales for
homes of $500,000 or more
accounted for about 41% of all
sales in July, up 38% from the
same time last year.

“Air conditioning” has been around for
thousands of years. The ancient Egyptians used wet reeds
hanging in a portico to cool
the air and the Romans used
water to cool their walls.
So then why was I so
amazed when we finally replaced our 1970s era window
air conditioners with “whole
house air conditioning?”
I grew up in the Midwest
and only really wealthy people
had “A/C.” In those days, we
had a giant fan in the attic
that was supposed to pull out
the warm air and send cool air
rushing through the bedroom
windows.
But where do you find
cool air in the middle of summer in humid Akron, Ohio?
Nowhere. It was like growing
up in a terrarium.
I always had this idea that
“whole house air conditioning” was something that could
not possibly be affordably retrofitted into a 1926 duplex.
But this is the 21st century and nothing is impossible.
If we are seeing photos from
Pluto then anything is possible, right?
The crane placed an airconditioning unit on our roof,
and the heating and air conditioning company did some
magic with our old gas furnace.
It now looked like one of
those lunar spacecrafts. The
A/C had landed!
My friend Dave is an
amazing contractor and he

was thrilled for me—he knows
that I keep the temperature in
my car cold enough for penguins to live comfortably.
So Dave wasn’t surprised,
when on my first night with the
new air conditioning, he got an
emergency call from me.
It was 86 degrees in my
sweltering house. My new
system was unresponsive and
motionless, like an abandoned
Lunar Excursion Module in
the Sea of Tranquility.
Like any knowledgeable
contractor, and good friend,
Dave listened calmly to my
rant and then assessed the
situation.
“Find the thermostat and
tell me how it’s set,” he said.
“Auto-Cool-68 degrees,” I
replied.
“Okay, then push the button that says ‘Hold,’” he said.
I almost asked why, but
then I pushed it and I could
hear the air conditioning
blowing through the vents.
“Stay cool,” said Dave as
he hung up.
How was I supposed to
know that “Hold” is HVAC
jargon to over-ride some preprogrammed factory setting?
I checked every vent—cool air
was blowing for the first time
in nearly ninety years in our
duplex.
Another mystery solved.
Thus, once again, proving my motto about home improvement: “If I can’t fix it—
and I know that I can’t—my
friend Dave can.”

Betsy Malloy
Mastering the Art of the Deal
One of Los Angeles most Dedicated
Real Estate Brokers
Betsy Malloy
(323) 806-0203

betsy@betsymalloy.com

251 N. Larchmont Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90004
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[KEEN TO BE GREEN]

Save Water, Eat Less Meat
By Meher McArthur, Ledger Columnist
I am not a vegetarian. I respect
vegetarians, but
I
personally
don’t
believe
eating meat is
morally wrong.
However, I do believe that
as a society we are eating way
more meat than is morally and
environmentally acceptable.
Our desire for a plentiful
supply of inexpensive meat has
led to cruel farming practices

ter to raise cattle and other
livestock. At a time when we
are desperately short of water
in states such as California,
we hear much fuss about the
fact that a gallon of water is
required to grow a single almond.
But I recently learned
from an article in the Los Angeles Times that producing 1/3
pound of beef for one hamburger uses 660 gallons.
For much of human his-

According to the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations, the
livestock industry currently occupies 30%
of the planet’s land surface.
in which cows, pigs and chickens are brutally abused and
our environment is increasingly threatened.
According to the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, the livestock
industry currently occupies
30% of the planet’s land surface, and livestock flatulence
contributes to nearly 40% of all
human-induced methane emissions to our atmosphere.
It also takes a lot of wa-

tory, meat was not abundantly
available, so we rarely ate meat
every day—let alone 2-3 times
a day as some of us do now.
For the sake of the animals
who die to feed us, and for our
environment, which can’t sustain our current level of meat
farming, it would be kinder
and safer for us all as a species
to consume less meat—before
our carnivorous urges cause
our air to become worse and
our wells to run bone dry.

QUEEN from page 5

them risk their lives…and risk
getting cars in trouble also,”
Nichols said.
She added that there have
been quite a few surveys done
on what millennials want from
their transportation system.
“Younger residents in particular are not willing to be
confined to a place where the
only way they can get around
is with a car,” Nichols said.
“So if we don’t make it possible for them to move on their
bicycles, they will probably go
somewhere else.”
Since climate change is a
problem that exceeds borders,
Nichols and her team share
their expertise with those creating national and international policy.
The most recent and noteworthy of these collaborations
is the “Clean Power Plan”
President Obama recently unveiled which aims to reduce
carbon emissions from existing power plants and is modeled after the California capand-trade program.
As Obama’s plan calls for
emissions to be cut back 32%
from 2005 levels by 2030, the
push is on for renewable resources and to pull back from
coal.
“Under President Obama”
Nichols said, “the U.S. is step-

that all new cars sold in California have zero—or almost
zero—emissions by 2030.
“It’s a policy objective,”
she said. “The mechanism for
getting there could include a
number of different things.”
Nichols, who drives a Honda Fit, is in negotiations with
automakers to determine how
this objective might be met.
She is also working with the
state assembly to determine how
Brown’s plan can be shaped into
effective legislation.
“The governor has set the
benchmark with an executive
order which…will remain in
effect. So, it’s really more of a
question of can we get the legislature to rally around some specific pieces of the legislation…or
will they get bogged down in…
conflicts over how to go about
doing it. But as far as the general
statement of goals is concerned,
there seems to be very wide
spread support.”
A vote on Brown’s plan
could come in September.
On a more local level,
Nichols said she supports the
Mobility Plan that was recently passed by the city.
“It’s a reality that people
want to ride bikes and they’re
doing it, so let’s make it possible for them to do it safely and
efficiently rather than making
Page 10 HEARTH & HOME
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FOR LEASE
HIGHLAND PARK

EAST HOLLYWOOD

5723 – 5727 N. FIGUEROA ST.
864 to 1600 sq ft · $2.25-$2.75 / sq ft
Foot traffic, parking, public transportation, revitalizing
neighborhood

FOUNTAIN AT CATALINA
338 to 2864 sq. ft. · Lofts $3.25 / sq ft, st. level negotiable

ECHO PARK

SILVER LAKE / LOS FELIZ ADJ

Retail and looking for anchor restaurant tenant,
2nd floor creative office

Coming Soon! 614 N HOOVER
800-2200 sq ft · $2.50 / sq ft.
Market, retail and residential
Type 20 wine & beer license included

2825 2829 BELLEVUE 958-3300 sq ft / $3.25/sq ft
Market / Bakery / Café / Retail
Type 20 wine & beer license included

900-904 VIRGIL 585-2200 sq ft / $2.50-2.74/sq ft

1557 SUNSET BLVD.
5900 sq. ft. · $2.20 / sq. ft.

Heart of Echo Park, near public parking lots and Farmer’s
Market, lg. window

Call or email today to request your COMPLIMENTARY
property valuation and analysis.
(323) 668-7500 or Help@ClintLukensRealty.com

Looking for an apartment?

We can help! Leasing@clintlukensrealty.com

Clint’s team has maximized my
investment properties’ value,
through managing and re-leasing
expertise. I’ll count on them to get
top dollar, when I’m ready to sell.
— Neil M.
Owner, mixed-used, Highland Park

4427 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90029
(323) 668-7500 ph (323) 668-7501 fx
clukens@clintlukensrealty.com
www.ClintLukensRealty.com
BRE Lic #01367014
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concrete, which will limit the
possibility of future expansion
and force curatorial staff offsite. Additionally, the building’s large, Wilshire-crossing
footprint will eliminate 260
parking spaces and the possibility of a future satellite structure on the LACMA-owned
Spaulding Avenue lot.
The single story design,
which Zumthor has insisted
on for its incorporation of natural light, will also prevent the
museum from capitalizing on
a popular fundraising trend:
the inclusion of apartment
units, the revenue from which
would benefit the museum.
New York’s Museum of
Modern Art has already successfully employed this tactic,
and plans for Los Angeles’s
recently announced Korean
American National Museum
include several stories of rental
units.
But, according to critic
Giovannini, if the redesign
goes through, the lost revenue opportunity will be
the least of LACMA’s money
worries. With no provisions
for onsite offices, parking,
or storage, LACMA will be
forced, he said, to rent space
from neighboring buildings,
dramatically increasing the
museum’s overhead.
This is in addition to the
estimated $600 million initial cost of the redesign, partial
funding for which will come
from a $125 million bond from
Los Angeles County, unanimously approved in 2014 by its
Board of Supervisors.
The bond has also drawn
controversy. Articles published in Pro Publica and the
Los Angeles Times have drawn
a possible connection between
the county’s approval of the
funding and a generous donation made by Sony Pictures
to African American Voter
Registration, Education and
Participation (AVREP), a PAC
founded by Supervisor Mark
Ridley-Thomas.

Emails made public by
the November 2014 Sony hack
indicate LACMA’s director
Govan asked Sony’s Michael
Lynton, who sits on the board
of trustees of LACMA, to convince Ridley-Thomas to support the redesign.
According to the emails,
Govan reached out to Lynton, who had scheduled a
lunch with Mark RidleyThomas, and asked for his
help. Following the lunch,
Sony made a $25,000 donation to AVREP—five times
larger than their prior contributions to the PAC—and Govan emailed Lynton, indicating he had been successful in
convincing Ridley-Thomas to
back the project.
Ridley-Thomas did not
respond to a request for comment.
Design and funding
controversies aside, Miracle
Mile Residents’ Association (MMRA) President Jim
O’Sullivan said he is mainly
concerned with how the project will affect residents, especially since a new motion
picture museum has been approved for construction adjacent to LACMA.
“Given the issues with the
Academy Museum: the intrusion, the parking, we will
be watching this closely. We
know it will have a big impact on this neighborhood,”
O’Sullivan said.
Estevan
Montemayor,
communications director for
David Ryu, said the councilmember will require LACMA,
and all other developers, to
“meet with the neighbors first
and address the issues that are
important to them,” before he
takes a stance.
Regardless,
MMRA’s
O’Sullivan said, between the
Academy Museum project, the
LACMA rebuild and the area’s
current Metro purple line construction, “over the next 10
years this neighborhood is going to be a mess.”

Advertise in the Larchmont
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FIRST PHASE OVER 80% SOLD

RiverPark Is Making A Big Splash!

Located along a scenic stretch of the Los Angeles River and just
steps away from the vast 40-acre Rio de Los Angeles State Park,
this exciting new-home community offers abundant nearby leisure
opportunities — including hiking, biking, recreational sports, and
more. Within the community, you’ll discover a promenade park
and over 70,000 square feet of scenic walkways, intimate seating
areas and serene landscaped spaces.
All this sets the perfect backdrop for RiverPark’s limited collection
of spacious and contemporary new homes, with open-concept,
state-of-the-art ﬂoor plans.

New 3– 4 Bedroom Homes • Up to 2,000 Square Feet
View Lots Available • From the High $500,000s

Open Daily 10–6 • 2581 Arvia Street, Los Angeles, CA 90065
(323) 222-0501 • info@LiveRiverPark.com • LiveRiverPark.com
©2015 TY Taylor 41. All Rights Reserved. TY Taylor 41 reserves the right to modify features, plans, specifications, materials and pricing without prior notice. Variations in plans do exist. The dimensions
and the square footages included in the sales materials from this project are approx. only, and are based upon the design measurements provided by seller’s architect and should not be relied upon as
final. The as-built dimensions and square footages may vary from such preliminary measurements. Ask sales representative for further details. Models do not depict ethnic preference.

The Dancing Realtor

KELLER WILLIAMS REALTY
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and hire accordingly, and then
find out it’s not coming when
it was expected.”
Ryu
also
rescinded
$15,000 for the construction
of a partial fence around Lake
Hollywood Park in the Beachwood Canyon area.
According to Sheila Irani,
the past president of the Lake
Hollywood Homeowners Assoc., the fence was to have
discouraged visitors in the
area from defecating, setting
up homeless encampments
and starting campfires in the

QUEEN from page 10

ping up to its responsibilities
in addressing climate change.
We are behind Europe, but
ahead of the rest of the world.”
At the end of this year,
Nichols will join Brown at the
UN Climate Change Conference in Paris. Although a California contingent is invited every year to present programs,
this year Brown will address

wildlife corridor adjacent to
the park.
“[People have been] generally destroying something
that has been pristine and respected until so many people
starting coming here, with
their GPS systems, to see the
Hollywood Sign,” Irani said.
According to Irani, the
homeowner’s association surveyed Lake Hollywood Park
users as well as local homeowners and such a fence, she
said, “came out as a top item
requested by both groups.”
“Our park as well as the

adjacent wildlife corridor has
been overused also by off leash
dogs that run into the street
without the fence, many times
causing cars to brake suddenly,” Irani said.
Irani said that without
such a fence, visitors also create “false trails” on the park’s
hillside, that creates erosion,
“where the hills slough off
onto sidewalks causing trip

and fall liability for the city.”
After Ryu put a hold on
the funding, Irani said she
resubmitted a request to his
office asking for as much as
$50,000 for LaBonge’s initial
partial fencing request and for
additional funds to extend the
fence further.
Others that were to have
received funds, like the Ford
Theater, to which LaBonge

promised $50,000, and the
Anderson Munger Family
YMCA in Koreatown, which
was to have received $5,000,
said they either didn’t know
about the funds or were uncertain if they would receive
them. Neither chose to comment further.
Requests for comment
from Ryu were not returned
on deadline.

ington D.C. a few times a year,
consults internationally—recently in Beijing—and heads
up to Sacramento every week
for a couple of days.
When Nichols does find
some free time, she enjoys
cooking, entertaining and
reading a good mystery. Both
Nichols and her husband are
longtime opera subscribers,
but personal travel remains her

At the end of this year, Nichols will join Brown
at the UN Climate Change Conference in Paris.
Although a California contingent is invited every
year to present programs, this year Brown will
address the conference.
the conference.
It is a highly anticipated
summit with the hope of a
legally binding agreement
worldwide to combat climate
change.
“This year, I think the general consensus is that there will
be an agreement signed, so our
job is to encourage people to
support the vote,” Nichols said.
Although Nichols often
works from her home on Irving Boulevard, she travels
extensively. She goes to Wash-

September 2015

favorite hobby.
In a graduation speech
this past spring, Nichols told
graduates that she hopes they
are not daunted by the challenges ahead, but are “on fire”
to solve them.
When asked if she is still
“on fire,” Nichols smiled.
“Absolutely,” she said.
“This is a tremendously exciting time to be doing what the
work that I do,” she said. “I
can’t imagine giving it up anytime soon.”

www.larchmontledgerla.com
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[THEATER REVIEW]

“Citizen: An American Lyric” Explores Racial
Injustice in America
By Marilyn Tower Oliver, Ledger Theater Critic

Bernard K. Addison, Simone Missick and Leith Burke in “Citizen: An American Lyric” Photo by: Ed Krieger

The beauty of theater is
its ability to allow us to experience the feelings of others,
hopefully developing empathy
for their suffering.
“Citizen: An America
Lyric,” based on the poetry of
African American poet Claudia Rankine and adapted for
the stage by Stephen Sachs
at The Fountain Theatre in
Hollywood, is a meditation
on race giving audiences a
transformative insight into the
black experience in America.
Performed by a multi-racial ensemble of six actors—
four black and two white—
and directed by Shirley Jo
Finney, “Citizen” is a series
of vignettes that explore the
subtle ways African Ameri-

cans are often depersonalized
in their interactions with those
of other races.
There isn’t a plot per se,
but the scenes move quickly,
creating a sort of collage that
blends poetry and prose into a
sleek, overarching unity.
This is an ensemble piece,
and the six actors—Bernard
K. Addison, Leith Burke, Tina
Lifford, Tony Maggio, Simone
Missick and Lisa Pescia—slide
seamlessly into diverse roles
and situations.
“I had been looking for
a project that would add the
Fountain Theatre’s voice to the
national conversation about
race in America,” Stephen
Sachs, Fountain co-artistic director and playwright said. “I

wanted to make a statement
that would open the eyes,
minds, and hearts of audiences in unexpected ways.”
This 90-minute production
is at times an uncomfortable
experience, but it delivers much
food for thought and hopefully
will spur discussions that will
help sharpen awareness and empathy across the racial divide.
“Citizen: An America Lyric”
at The Fountain Theatre, 5060
Fountain Avenue, Saturdays at
8 p.m., Sundays at 3 p.m. and
7 p.m. and Mondays at 8 p.m.
through September 14th. $15$34.95; Seniors $27; Students
with ID $20. Pay what you can
on Monday nights. On-site parking $5. (323) 663-1525 or fountaintheatre.com

dential areas and increase air
pollution. In their view, since
many of Los Angeles’ major
thoroughfares will be reduced
in car lanes, the effect will be
gridlock and lots of idling cars.
“This is not a mobility
plan,” Lake said. “This is an
immobility plan.”
The plan takes existing Los Angeles streets and
changes them in a variety of
ways. For instance, parts or all
of Highland Avenue, Wilshire
Boulevard, Los Feliz Boulevard, Western Avenue, La
Brea Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard would be redesigned to add bike lanes, curb
extensions, bus stop amenities
and other enhancements.
Other streets, such as
Hillhurst Avenue, Virgil Avenue, parts of Hyperion Avenue, Silver Lake Boulevard,
Rowena Avenue, 3rd Street
and Cahuenga Boulevard

would receive “bicycle tracks,”
bike signals, bike share stations, peak hour bus lanes,
curb extensions and other enhancements. In some cases,
streets may be reworked to add
a separate equestrian trail and
bike lanes with buffers that
separate cyclists from vehicular traffic.
The biggest changes
would occur to such streets
as Sunset, Beverly and Glendale boulevards, which could
see the addition of center turn
lanes and lanes designated as
one way only during morning
and evening commutes.
For much of this to occur, however, in some cases
car lanes would have to be removed.
The Northridge East
Neighborhood Council came
down neutral on the plan and
eventually, so did the GWNC,
after publically discussing
see MOBILITY page 18

BACK TO SCHOOL
AD SPECIAL

ADVERTISE
in the October
Annual School Guide!
PROMOTE OPEN HOUSES,
SPECIAL EVENTS AND MORE!

50% OFF COLOR
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[Stargazing]

Moon’s Total Eclipse is Pure Poetry
By Anthony Cook, Griffith Observatory
This
month
there will be
a total eclipse of the moon on
Sept. 27th. When it rises in the
east at 6:40 p.m.—as the sun
is setting—the moon will be
half-covered by the Earth’s dark

umbral (inner) shadow. The
moon climbs higher as twilight
deepens. Totality occurs at 7:11
p.m. and lasts until 8:23 p.m.
Darkness falls at 7:56 p.m., nine
minutes after the moon is most
deeply covered by the umbra.

GET LOST from page 6

all the area’s important stops, including the summer draws of the
Pageant of the Masters and the
Sawdust Festival.
I’ve seen the Festival of the
Arts Pageant of the Masters
a couple of times now, where
people recreate works of classical and contemporary art. But
I’ll never figure out how their
moving bodies actually snap
into place and flatten out one
dimensionally into a work of
art. You’ve got to see it to understand what I mean.
I have never felt the need
for a fancy meal while visiting Laguna, so I have no recommendations for white linen restaurants,
but every restaurant meal I’ve
eaten there has been good and
service, universally, attentive.

a while, but was beautifully restored in 2002 with all the things
you would expect from a fine
boutique hotel: beautiful linens
and clean and elegant simple
embellishments.
While some members of our
party golfed at the affordable
nearby nine-hole Ben Brown Golf
Course and others visited the village’s single movie theater—pre
multiplex—I walked a pedestrian
pathway along Laguna’s shoreline, (akin to the Kaanapali Beach
walk in Maui) where artists painted and visitors and locals alike
jogged or walked dogs.
Laguna does indeed have the
whole tourist thing worked out. A
free trolley (that only kinda-sorta
works as planned) will take you to

At 8:23 p.m., the moon begins
to slide out of the umbra and its
lower edge dramatically brightens, until it is out of the umbra
at 9:27 p.m.
Binoculars help in seeing
the moon slip in and out of
the curved edge of the umbra
and its coloration during the
eclipse. It does not disappear
during the total eclipse, but
instead glows with an orange

or reddish tint. This is because
Earth’s atmosphere bends the
color of all the earth’s sunrises
and sunsets into the shadow
and illuminates the moon
with their hue.
The planet Saturn looks
like a bright golden star low
in the southwest sky when
darkness falls. A telescope is
required to see Saturn’s rings.
The waxing crescent moon appears close to Saturn the 18th.
Saturn sets by 9:21 p.m. on
the 30th.
The planets Venus, Mars

and Jupiter can be seen during
dawn. Venus is the brightest
and highest of the three. Mars
looks faint and reddish to the
lower left of Venus. Bright yellow Jupiter appears to the lower left of Venus and Mars all
month. The waning crescent
moon is between Mars and Jupiter on the 10th.
Autumn begins at 1:21
a.m., PDT on the 23rd. That
moment marks the autumnal equinox, when the southbound sun crosses the celestial
equator.

Our favorites:
Arabella Laguna Garden
Guest Cottages:
506 No. Pacific Coast Hwy
Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory:
248 So. Coast Hwy
Thalia Surf Shop:
915 So. Coast Hwy
The Stand Natural Foods:
238 Thalia St.

Merrilee’s Swimwear:
790 So. Coast Hwy.
The Bead Shop:
899 So. Coast Hwy #2
Ben Brown Golf Course at
The Ranch Laguna Beach:
31106 So. Coast Hwy
Festival of the Arts
Pageant of the Masters:
650 Laguna Canyon Rd.

The Candy Baron:
231 Forest Ave.

Rock Steady College Counseling
Kerry Rock
College Counselor
310-505-0755
kerryrocksteady@gmail.com
rocksteadycollegecounseling.com

“It doesn’t have to be crazy!”
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Living Into Our 90s
By Stephanie Vendig, Ledger Columnist
Most of us
can hardly
imagine what it would be like
to live into our 90s or even
reaching 100. I would like to
live until 100, just to see how
things turn out in the world.
But it is not the age per se
that worries us. It’s the questions. How much will we be
able to do? How much will we

who are 90+ at the Griffith
Park Adult Community Center (GPACC).
According to Bob, most
people in this group live alone
and want to remain in their
homes as long as possible.
At the same time, it is a
comfort for them to be able
to discuss personal experiences with a small group of

There is agreement that being in your 90s
does not mean you are through with life.

have to depend on others for
our well-being? Will we suffer
no matter what we do because
of our aging bodies?
In spite of these concerns,
there is a growing reality of
people living longer than ever
before, and more people are
moving into the older ages in a
healthier way. Ninety may be
the new 75.
This past spring, Bob
Friedman, who has just turned
91, initiated monthly discussions and excursions for those
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people who share similar
concerns.
Topics range from the nature of risk for nonagenarians,
finally having the time to do
what one always wanted to do
and trying to live by the saying, “it’s never too late.”
“[The meetings] reinforce
the ideas of staying active,
leading healthy lives, and celebrating the wisdom of aging,”
said Friedman.
There is agreement that
being in your 90s does not

mean you are through with
life. However, continuing to
find meaning or being able to
contribute to society and family can be double-edged.
The desire to be productive may be more impacted by
variables not present when one
was younger—problems of
transportation or health conditions or the pull of inertia.
Like Bob, Dori Joffroy
doesn’t allow age to stop her
from pursuing a vital life.
When GPACC was new, she
initiated a system of recruitment of volunteers for the
center.
She became Vice President
of GPAC Club and last year
was our president. Now back
as Vice President, she recently
organized an event honoring
some 100 volunteers.
In November, she will be
honored at an event hosted by
the Los Angeles Recreation
and Parks Dept. celebrating
those who are 90+.
“[I’m] ready to celebrate
that I’m finally 90,” said Joffroy, “and amazed that I got
here.”
Yes, 90+ could be the new
75.
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Cafe Gratitude Feeds Your Inner Glow
By Pat Saperstein, Ledger Restaurant Critic
When Cafe Gratitude’s
first Los Angeles location
opened on Larchmont Boulevard four years ago, it wasn’t
what many people expected a
vegan restaurant to be.
This is veggie luxe. The
well-trained wait staff isn’t
plagued by the overly laidback attitude that makes some
vegetarian spots still seem
stuck in the 1960s.
There’s a nice selection
of organic wines and beers, a
clean-lined modern interior
and a pleasant patio overlooking Larchmont Boulevard.
Not surprisingly, healthobsessed Angelenos have taken to the Northern Californiaspawned establishment as if it
were their own.
A new downtown L.A.
outpost is the latest addition to
the growing vegan empire that
also includes Melrose Avenue’s
glam Gracias Madre.
The secret to Cafe Gratitude’s wild popularity? Most
everything on the menu
tastes really good, especially
the dishes that highlight the
natural flavors of herbs, vegetables and grains rather than
nut cheeses or meat simulacrums.
Fortunately, Cafe Gratitude relies less on trying to
replicate meat dishes than
some vegan spots, and instead
packs an array of flavorful vegetables onto each plate, sometimes incorporating beans,
quinoa or tempeh—fermented
soy beans—for protein.
It’s also slightly less embarrassing to order than it was
previously. The revised menu
has shed the need to ask for
an entrée named, “I am sublime.” Dishes now have sim-
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pler names like Bountiful—
gluten free quinoa pasta shells
with vegetables—or Dazzling— Caesar salad available
with blackened tempeh.
Appetizers include a coconut ceviche tostada, spring
rolls wrapped in collard greens
and summer bruschetta. It
turns out that hemp seed pesto turns pretty much anything
magically delicious.
In the sandwich section,
Yo Soy Fuerte is a Mexicanstyle torta sandwich with a
chorizo-spiced filling of tempeh. Even for those used to
soyrizo, the texture is a little
odd, but the assertive seasonings make it work.
The BLT’s coconut bacon
isn’t very reminiscent of actual
bacon, but tomato, avocado
and garlicky sauce make for a
satisfying sandwich.
The server almost
glowed when I ordered Liberated kelp noodles.
“They’re one of the
healthiest things you can eat!”
he said.
The noodles also make
good use of pesto, laced with
Parmesan ingeniously made
from Brazil nuts—though all
but the most bird-like eaters
will want to fill out the meal
with an appetizer, smoothie or
dessert.
If you feel like you need
more vegetables in your life,
a macrobiotic bowl or sautéed vegetable bowl with
brown rice or quinoa offers
more varieties than an entire farmer’s market stand,
livened up with sauces like
garlic-tahini.
Take some time to pore
over the extensive drink menu.
There are elixirs for focus and

clarity, along with coconutavocado-green tea smoothies,
coffee with almond milk and
teas with names like Charismatic and Immortal.
Housemade pomegranate kombucha is a tart and refreshing. For dessert, try raw
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chocolates, coconut cashew
milk ice cream or a gluten-free
cobbler or Key lime pie.
Many of the dishes are
available with gluten-free options, so it’s easy to find options for special diets on the
large menu.
Even adamant carnivores
are likely to feel satiated, and
possible even enlightened, after a Cafe Gratitude meal.

Unless you’re getting a
Grateful bowl to go, donations
of $3 and up are accepted,
come prepared for the prices—organic ingredients and
labor-intensive preparations
mean dinner for two can run
upwards of $70.
Cafe Gratitude
639 S. Larchmont Blvd.
323-580-6383
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the plan numerous times according to Julie Stromberg, a
member of its transportation
committee.
According to Stromberg,
the GWNC, however, emphasized that each of the 15 neighborhoods the council represents
should analyze how the plan
could potentially impact it.
According to Stromberg,
only members in the Hancock
Park and La Brea/Hancock
neighborhoods wrote letters to
the city with their concerns.
“It’s a beast of a document
and it is not something that a
lay person can easily pick up
and understand,” she said.
The Los Angeles Times ran
a front-page story Sunday, Aug.
16th using Silver Lake’s Rowena
Avenue as an example of what
some streets may become as the
plan is implemented.
Rowena was reduced
from four lanes of traffic to
two, after a 2012 accident on
the street killed a 24-year-old
woman who was celebrating
her birthday with her father.
The woman’s death was
the last straw for former city
councilmember Tom LaBonge. The street had been the
location of multiple pedestrian
accidents over the years and
was another accident waiting
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to happen as the street fronts
an elementary school.
Still, many Silver Lake
locals have said the “Rowena
Road Diet” has been a disaster,
sending speeding cars into their
quiet neighborhood around the
Silver Lake Reservoir.
But, even without a public airing, a subcommittee of
the Silver Lake Neighborhood
Council approved the Mobility Plan, according to councilmember Anne-Marie Johnson.
City planner Bowin realizes that many may have only
recently become aware of the
plan and may be concerned
about what it entails.
“If you don’t understand
what this plan is or have concerns about what this plan is going to do in your neighborhood,
there will be lots and lots of opportunities to get engaged,” she
said. “It’s a 20 year plan. None
of these projects will be implemented tomorrow.”
Newly elected council
member David Ryu, was allowed to put his stamp on the
now city policy, adding language that the community’s
input would need to be considered before changes in his
district are made and “to consider the need of public safety”
when evaluating changes for
some streets.
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FOOD AND WINE
The Taste This year, the annual
L. A. Times sponsored is being
held on the Paramount Pictures
lot. Join the paper’s food critics
for events showcasing some
of Los Angeles’ best chefs.
Featured restaurants will
include Alma, Loteria Grill and
BOA Steakhouse. Individual
events cost between $100 and
$175. Paramount Pictures
Studio Lot Fri. September 4th to

Sun. September 6th.
5555 Melrose Avenue.
Information: events.latimes.
com/taste

COMMUNITY
Stonecutters LA Have you
ever tried to play “kwyjibo”
in Scrabble? Do you celebrate
Whacking Day? At night, do
you dream of The Land Of
Chocolate? If you answered
yes to any of these questions,

Stonecutters LA is the place
for you. Join other Simpsons
fans for a Simpsons pub
quiz style trivia competition
(with fabulous prizes) and a
screening of a classic episode.
D’oh-n’t miss it. Free. Nerdmelt
Showroom at Meltdown
Comics,
Sat. September 5th, 4 p.m.
7522 Sunset Blvd.
Information: nerdmeltla.com

A screening of “Jitterbugs,” starring Laurel and Hardy, will be part of the five day
Cinecon Classic Film Festival at The Egyptian Theater, September 3rd through
September 7th.

ART
Frank Gehry LACMA presents a
comprehensive retrospective
of architect Frank Gehry’s
legendary career. This
exhibition will feature over
200 drawings, many of which
have never before been on
public display, and 65 models
of Gehry’s works. LACMA
admission is $15 for adults, $10
for Seniors (62+) and students
with ID. Free for members and
children 17 and under. LACMA,
Sun. September 13th to March
20th, 2016. 5905 Wilshire Blvd.
Information: (323) 857-6010,
lacma.org

FILM
A Fistful Of Dollars/Last
Man Standing At first glance,
Sergio Leone’s 1964 spaghetti
western and Walter Hill’s
1996 Depression-set mob
film might not have much in
common. But, both are about
an anonymous stranger (Clint
Eastwood as the iconic Man
With No Name and Brice Willis
as John Smith, respectively)
who come to a small town
that’s suffering under the grip
of a gang of criminals. In fact,
both are pseudo-remakes of
Akira Kurosawa’s samurai
classic Yojimbo. Tickets are
$8. The New Beverly Cinema,
Wed. September 2nd and Thu.
September 3rd, 8 p.m. 7165
Beverly Blvd.
Information: (323) 938-4038,
thenewbev.com
Cinecon Classic Film Festival
If you’re a serious cinephile,
then you must attend this five
day festival of rare film. The
51st annual Cinecon features
more than 30 nearly forgotten
films from the silent and early
sound era. Films include The
Kid Brother starring Harold
Lloyd, John Ford’s They Were
Expendable starring John
Wayne and Jitterbugs starring
Laurel and Hardy. As a fun
retro treat, all of the silent
films will feature live piano
accompaniment. Day passes
are $30, festival passes are
$120. The Egyptian Theater,
September 3rd through
September 7th.
6712 Hollywood Blvd.
Information: cinecon.org

MUSIC
Miguel The San Pedro born soul
singer provides the perfect
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soundtrack for a late summer
night. Hollywood Forever’s
famed Fairbanks Lawn will
provide a most unusual stop
for his Wildheart Tour. Tickets
are $47.50. Hollywood Forever
Cemetery, Fri. September 4th,
gates at 7 p.m. 6000 Santa
Monica Blvd. Information:
hollywoodforever.com/culture
Brandon Flowers The Killers
frontman plays tracks from his
synthy second solo record The
Desired Effect . If the audience
is lucky, he might even throw in
a couple of Killers hits. Tickets
start at $45. Wiltern Theater,
Sat. September 26th, 7 p.m.
3790 Wilshire Blvd. Information:
wiltern.com

BOOKS
Amy FitzHenry FitzHenry
comes to the Grove to celebrate
the release of her debut novel,
Cold Feet. The novel is the
comic tale of bride-to-be Emma
Moon who goes on a road trip
to San Francisco in search of
her father who left whe she was
six months old. Surprisingly,
hilarity ensues. Free. Barnes
and Noble at the Grove, Wed.
Setember 9th, 7 p.m. 189 The
Grove Drive. Information: (323)
525-0270, barnesandnoble.com

THEATER
Candide Sacred Fools presents
a world premiere production
of Jon Jory’s new theatrical
adaptation of Voltaire’s
classic novella Candide, a
delightfully ironic tale in which
the sheltered title character
mostly maintains his optimism
despite watching his friends get
murdered and being sold into
slavery. Tickets are $25. Sacred
Fools Theater, Fri. September
11th to Sat. October 17th.
660 N. Heliotrope Dr.
Information: sacredfools.org

COMEDY
Improvised Shakespeare
Company Celebrating its
10th anniversary, Chicago’s
Improvised Shakespeare
Company comes to Los Angeles
for two nights. Using audience
suggestions, the troupe creates
a comedic Shakespeare style
play on the spot. Tickets are
$30. Largo at the Coronet, Tues.
September 15th , and Wed.
September 16th, 8 p.m.
366 N. La Cienega Blvd.
Information: largo-la.com
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EXPERT SERVICE.
EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS.
www.coregroupla.com
IN ESCROW | MULTIPLE OFFERS

501 N. CAHUENGA BL. HANCOCK PARK

NEW LISTING

$3,795,000 1002 S. MANSFIELD AVE. MID-WILSHIRE

$1,625,000

5 Bed /4.25 Baths. Sprawling Mediterranean w/ swimmer’s pool,
Artistically restored & expanded . Wilshire Country Club Adjacent

DUPLEX. 6 Bed /4 Baths + Pool. Spectacular one-of-a-kind gated
compound. Apx 4200 Sqft of luxury living. www.1002Mansfield.com

SOLD | MULTIPLES |OVER ASKING

SOLD | MULTIPLES | OVER ASKING

759 N. JUNE ST. HANCOCK PARK ADJACENT

$913,000 580 N. IRVING BLVD. LARCHMONT VILLAGE

2 Bed /1 Bath. Sun filled, meticulous, sophisticated Spanish
bungalow, upgraded, remodeled. www.759June.com

$1,505,000

3 Bed /3 Baths + Guest Quarters. Move-In ready, fully remodeled
Mediterranean at the heart of Larchmont. www.580Irving.com

IN ESCROW | MULTIPLE OFFERS

SOLD

8642 GREGORY #201 BEV HILLS ADJ.

2176 24TH ST. HISTORIC WEST ADAMS 3672 HOLBORO DR. LOS FELIZ

$875,000. 2 Bed/2 Bath. Stunning, bright

condo w/ views. www.8642GregoryWay.com

SOLD

$1,350,000. 5 Bed/ 4.5 Baths. Exceptional
Arts & Crafts W/ refinished historic details.

$1,605,000. 3 Bed/3 Bath plus den/4th bath.
Remodeled, chic Mid-Century Modern home.

Pete Buonocore 323.762.2561
Sabine Demain 323.683.5172
pete@coregroupla.com
sabine@coregroupla.com
BRE# 01279107

BRE# 01939279

www.coregroupla.com
Keller Williams Larchmont
118 N. Larchmont Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90004

